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1. kitchen

2. bowls

3. b

4. largest

5. bowling

6. ball

7. holes

8. a

1. This is a bowl. We usually 
    find this kind of bowl in a
    __kitchen.
    __church.
    __truck.

2. This is a set of mixing 
    b__ __ls.

3. The bowls are
  __a. all the same size.
  __b. different sizes.

4. The bottom bowl is the
   __largest.
   __smallest.

5. This is a bowling ball. 
    It is used in a game called
    bowling. There are holes in 
    a bowl__ __ __ ball.

6. A bowling b__ __ __ is held
    like this.

7. Your fingers fit into the
   __holes.
   __bowls.

8. A bowling ball is not thrown.
    It is rolled. When the bowler
    rolls the ball, he
  __a. lets go of it.
  __b. holds onto it.
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1. rolled

2. an alley

3. ten

4. slick

5. bowler

6. behind

7. at his end

8. b

9. b

The bowling ball is rolled at ten pins which stand at the end of a 
space called an alley. The floor of the alley is waxed until it is very 
slick. This makes the ball roll quite fast and true. The faster the ball 
rolls, the harder it will hit the pins.

The bowler stands behind a line at his end of the alley. He must not 
step over this line when he rolls the ball at the pins.

       rolled.
1. A bowling ball is
                               thrown.

               an alley.
2. The pins stand at the end of  
                   a valley.  

             ten
3. There are               pins.
                      eleven

                       slick.
4. The floor of the alley is quite
                               sick.        

5. The man that bowls is called a bowl__ __.

            behind
6. When he bowls, he stands                a line.
            beside

      at his end
7. The line is                          of the alley.
                        in the middle

8. The bowler must not
   __a. stand behind the line.
   __b. step over the line.

9. When he rolls, the bowler
   __a. turns his back to the pins.
   __b. faces the pins.
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1. before

2. 1 time

3. c

4. strike

5. strike

6. Nan

7. spare

8. second roll

         before
1. Ben Parker bowled              his wife.
                                    after
 
      1 time.
2. He rolled the ball
                                 2 times.

3. Ben Parker
  __a. left 6 pins standing.
  __b. hit no pins.
  __c. left no pins standing.

4. When all the pins fall on the first
    ball, the bowler scores a 
  __strike.
  __spare.

5. Ben Parker scored a str__ __ __.

    Nan
6.      Parker rolled twice.
    Ben

        strike.
7. She scored a                           
         spare.

8. A spare is scored when all the pins fall on the 
  __first roll.
  __second roll.

The bowler rolls twice. If all the pins fall 
on the first roll, this is called a strike. Ben 
Parker has just scored a strike. It is his 
wife’s turn to bowl next.

On her first roll, Nan Parker hits the pins, 
but only 2 fall. She rolls a second time, 
and the other 8 pins fall. Not a pin is left 
standing. Nan has scored what we call a 
spare.
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1. dog

2. short

3. hog

4. hog

5. short

6. moth

7. moth

8. insects

9. moth

10. cloth

11. a

            dog.
1. This is a collie. A collie is a
                                                hog.
   The collie has a long nose.

2. Long is the opposite of
    __shirt.
    __short.

     hog.
3. This animal is called a
                                         dog.

 4. A h__g is a large pig.

       long
 5. Hogs have            legs.
                        short

            moth.
 6. This is a
                       month.

7. A m__th is an insect.

8. Ants and flies are also __ __sects.

9. Some moths lay eggs in dark places like closets. 
    The eggs hatch into worms which chew holes in 
    cloth. The little holes in this jacket are  
    mo__ __ holes.

10. Silk and cotton are different kinds of cl__th.

11. Cloth is used in making such things as
 __a. shirts and dresses.
  __b. tables and stoves.
 __c. plates and forks.

New Words

        a dog       a hog    a moth  a cloth




